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Affinity Propagation (AP) is an effective algorithm that find 
exemplars repeatedly exchange real valued messages between 
pairs of data points. AP uses the similarity between data points 
to calculate the messages. Hence, the construction of similarity 
is essential in the AP algorithm. A common choice for 
similarity is the negative Euclidean distance. However, due to 
the simplicity of Euclidean distance, it cannot capture the real 
structure of data. Furthermore, Euclidean distance is sensitive 
to noise and outliers such that the performance of the AP might 
be degraded. Therefore, researchers have intended to utilize 
different similarity measures to analyse the performance of AP. 
nonetheless, there is still a room to enhance the performance of 
AP clustering. A clustering method called fuzzy based Affinity 
propagation (F-AP) is proposed, which is based on a fuzzy 
similarity measure. Experiments shows the efficiency of the 
proposed F-AP, experiments is performed on UCI dataset. 
Results shows a promising improvement on AP. 
Keyword: Affinity propagation, fuzzy set, fuzzy similarity 
measure, clustering, unsupervised classification. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Clustering analysis is an effective method for data mining. It 
aims to divide data into cluster such that members of the same 
cluster share higher similarities than those from different 
clusters [1]. Affinity Propagation (AP) is an unsupervised 
clustering algorithm, developed by Frey and Dueck [2] and 
successfully applied to broad areas of research fields. AP have 
been used widely in many application, [3, 4] used AP to detect 
activated brain regions in fMRI. choose a small number of 
subjects to represent the entire training data[5]. used to cluster 
data point in order to find optimal thresholding Levels [6]. 
Literature shows that AP is efficient in finding data clusters. 
One main advantage of AP is that it does not requires pre-
specifying the number of exemplars, which is very useful in 
real applications. 
AP identifies the exemplars among data points by 
simultaneously considering all data points as a potential 
exemplar and exchanging messages between pairs of data point 
until a set of exemplars found. AP uses the negative Euclidean 
distance as similarity metric forming a similarities matrix 
between data points. Moreover, AP assigns a preference value 
that shows how likely a data points to serve as an exemplar. AP 
exchanged two types of messages called “responsibility” and 
“availability”. The method iteratively maximize the 
responsibility and minimize availability for each data point, 
until AP finds a collection of exemplars and groups the data 
points around these exemplars. Generally, the common choice 
of AP similarity is the negative Euclidean distance. Therefore, 
the performance of finding exemplar by AP affected by the 
usage of this similarity metric. Regarding to the problem that 
some data doesn’t lie into the Euclidean space which make it 
hard for the Euclidean distance to capture the real relationship 
among data points [7]. Furthermore, the Euclidean distance is 
sensitive to noise in data such that AP clustering results might 
be degraded when data contain noise or outliers [8]. However, 
unless a meaningful measure of similarity between pairs of 
points defined, no meaningful cluster analysis is possible. 
Aiming to solve this knotty problem, in this paper, an improved 
similarity measure integrating fuzzy sets with AP proposed, 
which called fuzzy based AP (F-AP). Recently, many 
clustering methods based on the concept of fuzzy approaches 
have been introduces and developed to overcome the 
uncertainty effects based on the concept of Fuzzy set. Fuzzy set 
used to calculate the degree of membership of a pattern to a 
class according to the use of a membership function. The 
proposed F-AP method considers that all data points can be 
equally suitable as initial exemplars. A fuzzy similarity 
measure is utilized to calculate the distance between data 
points, and then, construct a similarity matrix; after that, 
performs the AP algorithm over the matrix to obtain exemplars. 
 
RELATED WORK  
In recent years, AP clustering proposed by Frey and Dueck [2]. 
Since then, numerous improvements been proposed by 
different researches to enhance the AP clustering efficiency. 
Some researchers propose a modification on the AP procedure 
[9-13], and some have utilizes different similarity measure and 
preference value calculation technique to improve its efficacy.  
AP uses the negative Euclidean Distance regarding to its 
simplicity. However, this distance suffers from a high 
sensitivity even to small deformation [8]. Several similarity 
measure were proposed to improve the AP in the literature, the 
improvement aims to replace the standard Euclidean distance 
as it not very suitable for some kind of data like in [14] a fuzzy 
statistical similarity measure (FSS) is developed in evaluating 
the similarity between two pixel vectors. While [15] extend the 
generic definition of the similarity measure based on the cosine 
coefficient by introducing an asymmetric similarity 
measurement. In [16] a kullback-leibeler divergence is used for 
construction of the similarity matrix. In [17] The similarity 
between two consensus matrices is defined as the Manhattan 
distance. In [18] a similarity is set to the negative generalized 
likelihood ratio (GLR). In [19] Jaccard similarity have been 
used to construct the similarity matrix. [20] propose a novel 
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similarity measure for mixed type datasets and an adaptive AP 
clustering algorithm proposed to cluster the mixed datasets. 
The similarities are set to a negative squared error to coordinate 
the input of AP algorithm. [21] Proposed algorithm called 
Phrase affinity clustering (PAC). PAC first finds the phrase by 
ukkonen suffix tree construction algorithm, second finds the 
vector space model VSD using tf-idf weighting scheme of 
phrase. Third calculate the similarity matrix form VSD using 
cosine similarity, and then AP algorithm generate the clusters. 
[12] propose Multi-Exemplar Affinity Propagation MEAP that 
take advantage of the sparsity in data. Similarity measure 
defined by the number of significant feature matches 
normalized by subtracting means across both dimensions. [22] 
It finds a transformation matrix of the feature space using 
equivalence constraints. This letter explores this idea for 
constructing a feature metric (FM) and develops a novel semi-
supervised feature-selection technique for hyperspectral image 
classification. Two feature measures referred to as band 
correlation metric (BCM) and band separability metric (BSM) 
are derived for the FM. The BCM can measure the spectral 
correlation among the bands, while the BSM can assess the 
class discrimination capability of a single band. The proposed 
feature-metric-based AP (FM-AP) technique utilizes AP, to 
group bands from original spectral channels with the FM. [23] 
a novel semi supervised clustering technique incremental and 
decremental affinity propagation (ID-AP) that incorporates 
labeled exemplars into the AP algorithm. Unlike standard semi 
supervised clustering methods, the proposed technique 
improves the performance by using both the labeled samples to 
adjust the similarity matrix and an ID-learning principle for 
unlabeled data selection and useless labeled samples rejection. 
[24] Propose a method to select an optimal thresholding value 
by utilizing a novel similarity metric between the data points 
along the gray-level histogram of the image then using Affinity 
Propagation (AP) to cluster the intensities based on the 
geodesic distance metric. It is obvious that if the similarity 
matrix can accurately capture relationship among data, the 
affinity propagation can achieve excellent clustering. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Affinity propagation has several advantages: speed, general 
applicability, and suitable for large number of clusters. AP 
takes as input similarity measures between pairs of data points 
[25]. AP operates by simultaneously considering all data points 
as potential exemplars and iteratively exchanging messages 
between data points until a good set of exemplars and cluster 
emerges. However, AP has two limitations: the performance of 
AP is based on the similarity measures, and it is hard to know 
what value of parameter ‘preference’ can yield optimal 
clustering solution.  
In the crisp method, every given object is classified into a 
specific cluster, where each data point attached to only one 
cluster. Contrary to this, the features of the objects are vague 
and have some tendency to be part of other clusters. The fuzzy 
set theory provides a powerful tool for soft partitioning of data 
sets. Thus, clustering by using fuzzy concepts, called fuzzy 
clustering. Fuzzy clustering can more effectively reflects the 
real world as it obtains the degree of membership of samples 
belonging to each class and expresses the intermediate property 
of their membership. Fuzzy clustering techniques use the 
concept of memberships to describe the degree by which a 
vector belongs to a cluster. The use of memberships provides 
fuzzy methods with more realistic clustering than hard or crisp 
techniques. 
 
A. Affinity Propagation algorithm  
In this section, we briefly review the AP algorithm. AP clusters 
data by a collection of real-valued similarities between pairs of 
data points to produce a high-quality set of centers and 
corresponding clusters. The centers are the exemplars as 
described by [2]. The similarity ( , )s i k  in AP indicates how 
well the data point with index k is suitable to be the exemplar 
for data point i . For example, in Euclidean space when the goal 
is to minimize squared error, each similarity is set to a negative 
squared error, for data point xi and x j should be equal with the 
similarity of data point xk and xi . When appropriate, similarities 
may be set by hand. If xk is likely to be chosen as an exemplar, 
we can set ( , )s k k a larger value. There are two kinds of message 
exchanged between data points, the responsibility ( , )r i k and 
the availability ( , )a i k , the responsibility sent from data point i
to candidate exemplar point k , reflects the accumulated 
evidence for how well-suited point k is to serve as the exemplar 
for point i , taking into account other potential exemplars for 
point data i While the availability ( , )a i k sent from candidate 
exemplar point k to point i , reflects the accumulated evidence 
for how appropriate it would be for point i to choose point k
as its exemplar, taking into account the support from other 
points that point should be an exemplar. The responsibilities 
( , )r i k and availability ( , )a i k are computed as: 
Initialization: 
        , , max , ' , , 0r i k s i k s i k a i k    'k k          (1)    
Responsibility updates: 
        , , max , ' , 'r i k s i k a i k s i k     (2) 
        , , max , ' , 'r i k s k k a k k s k k     (3) 
 Availability updates:               
      
 
, min 0, , max 0, ',
' . . ' ,
a i k r k k r i k
i s t i i k
 
      
  (4) 
   Here ( , )r k k is the self-responsibility, which is set to the input 
preference that the point k  be chosen as an exemplars. If ( , )r k k
is negative, it means that point k is currently better suited as 
belonging to another exemplar rather than being an exemplar 
itself. While the “self-availability” ( , )a k k reflects accumulated 
evidence that point k  is an exemplar, based on the positive 
responsibilities sent to candidate exemplar k from other points. 
( , )r k k And ( , )a k k is updated as follow: 
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    
 
, max 0, ',
' . . ' ,
a k k r i k
i s t i i k


  (5) 
Making assignments: 
   * arg , ,max
1







B. Fuzzy based Affinity propagation  
Clustering implies a grouping of data points in a 
multidimensional space. Data points belongs to a specific 
cluster are similar. In order to find this similarity, it is necessary 
to define a similarity measure. In AP, the most important factor 
that affect the performance of AP is the similarity measures. In 
other words, the similarity matrix can influence the AP to  
achieve excellent clustering [26]. Therefore, it is possible to use 
advanced notions of similarity to replace the Euclidean 
distance. A negative fuzzy normalized Euclidean distance 
measures proposed as replacement for the Negative Euclidean 
distance. 
Fuzzy set theory is the basis in studying membership 
relationships from fuzziness. Fuzzy set has a membership 
function that assigns to each element of the universe of 
discourse, a number from the unit interval [0, 1] to indicate the 
degree of belongingness to the set under consideration. In fuzzy 
set theory, the membership of an element to a fuzzy set is a 
single value between zero and one. 
In this section the negative normalized Euclidean distance [27] 
is proposed to replace the negative Euclidean distance used in 
the AP clustering method. The negative normalized Euclidean 
distance defined as  





nd A B x xne A i B iin
     
   
Where  xA i and  xiB  are the membership functions of A 
and B, respectively with the condition the  
   0 , 1x xA i B i    , for , 1,2,...,x X i ni  . 
F-AP utilize the negative normalized Euclidean distance in its 
procedure to construct the similarity matrix. In this case the 
value of ( , )s i k is obtained by 





ns i k x xi kin
     
  (6) 
And the preference value is calculated using based on the 
following variation: 
( , ) .*min( ( , ))s i i pr s i k   (7) 
Where pr  is a value between [2, 6], min are the minimum 
value of all ( , ),( )s i k i k .also based on the standard AP where the 
preference have been chosen to be the median of all similarities 
as in E.q 8: 
( , ) ( ( , ))s i i median s i k   (8) 
C. F-AP approach  
The algorithm proposed in the following is based on fuzzy 
similarity measure and AP and is called F-AP. Compared with 
the conventional AP clustering method. It simultaneously 
considers all data points in the feature space to be initial 
clustering exemplars. The procedure associated with F-AP is as 
follows: 
Step 1: calculate each data point membership value  
Step 2: construct the similarity matrix based on the E.q. (6) 
Step3:  use one of the preference value E.q (7, 8) as input of the 
preference value  
Step 4:  initialize the responsibility and availability.  
Step 5: update the responsibility and availability. 
Step 6: Identify exemplars based on the summation of 
responsibility and availability. 
Step 7: Assign non-exemplar sample i to the closest cluster. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Data Sets Used in the Experiments 
The proposed improvement has been evaluated on the IRIS 
dataset, Wine dataset and the Teaching Assistant Evaluation 
(TAE) dataset obtained from UCI the Machine Learning 
Repository  [28] to verify the improved algorithm. Where the 
Wine dataset is a 3-dimensional dataset, containing 178 
instances with 13 features and divided into 3 clusters. The TAE 
dataset contains 151 instances and every data has 5 features, the 
TAE dataset has 3 clusters. While the Iris dataset is consist of 
150 instances and 4 features Table 1 shows the size, dimension, 
including the number of clusters of the use datasets.  
 
Table 1: Details of the used datasets 
Dataset Cluster Size Dimension 
Iris 3 150 4 
Wine 3 178 13 
TAE 3 151 5 
 
B.  Experiments 
This section compares the clustering performance between 
Fuzzy AP method (F-AP) and AP algorithm (AP). The F-AP 
and AP use same initial lam=0.5, and AP uses a variation of 
preference values and maxits =500. F-AP and AP implemented 
respectively for comparison. Our experiments is done on UCI 
datasets, which are listed in table 1.  
We evaluate our experiments with Fowlkes-Mallows index. 
Fowlkes-Mallows (FM) index is an external criterion, which is 
used to quantity the ability of a given method to recover the true 
clustering structure in a data set. FM index near 1 means that 
clusters are good estimates of the groups.  
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TP FP TP FN

 
  (9) 
 
C. Experimental results 
Table 2 ~ 4 list of clustering results. In table 2, NC is the 
resulting number of clusters in different methods. As we know, 
among all the parameters of AP, the most important is the 
preference P, which directly influences the number of clusters. 
Note that P is negative. In our experiments, we select different 
values of P to deal with the datasets, including the minimum 
and median of similarity matrix S as in E.q.(7,8). 
 
Table 2: Clustering results of IRIS dataset 











2*Min(sim) 3 0.83 3 0.84 
3*Min(sim) 4 0.74 3 0.82 
4*Min(sim) 3 0.84 3 0.82 
5*Min(sim) 3 0.83 3 0.84 
6*Min(sim) 3 0.75 46 0.53 
Median(sim) 11 0.51 12 0.47 
 
Table 3: Clustering results of WINE dataset 











2*Min(sim) 5 0.71 25 0.50 
3*Min(sim) 3 0.86 2 0.66 
4*Min(sim) 3 0.73 22 0.46 
5*Min(sim) 3 0.80 130 0.30 
6*Min(sim) 3 0.75 1 0.58 
Median(sim) 17 0.42 12 0.31 
 
Table 4: Clustering results of TAE dataset 











2*Min(sim) 7 0.29 6 0.24 
3*Min(sim) 6 0.31 4 0.30 
4*Min(sim) 3 0.5 2 0.41 
5*Min(sim) 3 0.45 2 0.41 
6*Min(sim) 3 0.45 2 0.44 





Tables 2~4 shows the results F-AP and AP clustering using 
negative normalized Euclidean distance and the negative 
Euclidean distance. Based on the experiment results presented, 
we conclude that the fuzzy similarity measure produces an 
average better clustering accuracy than the Euclidean distance 
in both Wine and Tae datasets, while the results for Iris dataset 
were almost the same as the negative Euclidean distance. The 
negative normalized fuzzy Euclidean distance measure 
achieved a higher accuracy in Wine and Tae, but in Iris is 
almost the same as Euclidean. However, even the fuzzy 
measure get the accurate number of clusters in different values 
of preferences but still the TAE dataset results is not high 
enough to be consider good. Based on that a further testing on 
the proposed similarity measure should take place to find the 
reason why the method did not score a higher accuracy. 
It can be observed that the resulting numbers of clusters 
through AP procedure for most datasets are different from the 
actual numbers of datasets F-AP method can find a true number 
of clusters based on different preference values, however, the 
preference value need to be optimized to get the accurate 
number of clusters and accuracy. Furthermore, it can be 
observed that using the median of similarity value to obtain an 
accurate number of cluster is not necessarily true for all data 
sets. In general, due to fact that the data points in these datasets 
are overlapped and loose. Error in clustering may occur which 
will degrade the clustering results. 
 
CONCLUSION 
An improved AP based on Fuzzy similarity distance proposed 
to cluster UCI datasets. Results compared with the standard 
Euclidean distance AP clustering. This work illustrate and 
concluded that improvement of AP using the similarity matrix 
lead to an efficient and effective result. In addition, the 
preference value could control the number of clusters produced    
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